Cryogenic Applications of Commercial Electronic Components
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We have developed a range of techniques useful for constructing analog and digital circuits for operation in a liquid Helium environment (4.2K), using commercially available low power components. The challenges encountered in designing cryogenic electronics include finding components that can function usefully in the cold and possess low enough power dissipation so as not to heat the systems they are designed to measure. From design, test, and integration perspectives it is useful for components to operate similarly at room and cryogenic temperatures; however this is not a necessity. Some of the circuits presented here have been used successfully in the MUSTANG 1 and in the Gismo 2 camera to build a complete digital to analog multiplexer (which will be referred to as the Cryogenic Address Driver board). Many of the circuit elements described are of a more general nature rather than specific to the Cryogenic Address Driver board, and were studied as a part of a more comprehensive approach to addressing a larger set of cryogenic electronic needs.

Introduction

In this paper, we describe an implementation of the Cryogenic Address Driver board. This description should enable an experimenter to fulfill a variety of instrumentation needs based on the chip set presented that will function at liquid Helium temperatures. No attempt will be made to analyze the inner workings of the integrated circuits that work at 4.2 K as we are at the mercy of the chip manufacturer's whim, and parts that passed our tests may not work in future lots. Most manufacturers' low temperature specifications end at -40 C (233K). We first describe experimental techniques and fixtures used for the characterization of candidate components. Next we provide specific details for acceptable components and lastly we provide detailed evaluation of an implementation using those components. Extended laboratory and observational use of the Cryogenic Address Driver board has shown the robustness of the techniques. All measurements presented in this paper were made in (submerged) liquid Helium at 4.2 K unless otherwise noted.

A Fixture for Liquid Helium Electronic Tests

A probe assembly was built to submerge the various components and assemblies into liquid Helium. It consists of a room temperature (BNC connector) junction box, a long thin wall stainless steel tube, and a proto-board test area at the bottom as shown in Fig. 1. Cables can run either inside the tube or be attached to the outside with Kapton 3 5413 tape. For high bandwidth tests in liquid Helium, two conditions must be satisfied: thermal isolation and RF impedance uniformity. Ideally, copper coaxial cable would be run from the 4.2
K portion of the Dewar to the room temperature test equipment. The heat load from the copper cable might be prohibitive for long term testing, and would probably result in the test board’s temperature being higher than 4.2 K, as well as creating gradients across parts along with poor thermal stability. Our solution was a thermal break of very small diameter stainless-steel coax (LakeShore\textsuperscript{4} CC-SS), about 5 cm long, just above the liquid Helium level.

![Diagram](attachment:FIG. 1. Layout of the component test system.)

The bridge added significant crosstalk to measurements, but performed well enough to allow measurement of the amplitude of the signal after ringing ceased. Comparisons were made at room temperature to ensure that observed spikes were from the bridge and not from cold-related problems. All remaining RF cable in Helium (and above the bridge) is RG/316 Teflon dielectric (silver-plated, copper conductors). DC power and bias are supplied by twisted pair 0.010” Manganin wire. A subset of tests were made without the use of the bridge by using RG-316U cable from device-under-test to room temperature instruments; smaller signals could be observed at a penalty of greater liquid Helium consumption.

The Helium reservoir is a dunking Dewar made by Precision Cryogenics, Incorporated\textsuperscript{5}. No vacuum is required in the space above the liquid level, and is thus very simple to use. A loose-fitting cover is used to enable Helium boil-off gas to purge the working volume. Once the Dewar is filled (about 0.5 m deep) with Helium, the probe and device-under-test can be lowered into the liquid. Test device temperatures can go to 4.2 K as quickly as the experimenter will dare. The probe is usually lowered into Helium in less than five minutes.

A simpler solution for component and small board testing uses an inexpensive Pope\textsuperscript{6} 8645/0099 1000 ml glass Dewar. Due to its small 7 cm internal diameter very little Helium is required, and Dewar cool-down is faster. The capacity of this Dewar makes the Helium hold time short (2 to 4 minutes with one cooldown), but generally long enough for useful measurement. The electrical techniques are otherwise identical to those used with the Precision Cryogenics Dewar.
Test of the Analog Switches

The Maxim MAX4619 is an analog switch integrated circuit containing four independent SPDT (Single-Pole-Double-Throw) switches. At room temperature and with a +5 V supply voltage its switching characteristics are 2 ns rise, and 4 ns fall time with switched analog signal voltages of 0 to +5 V. In liquid helium with power supply voltage, $V_{cc} = 5V$, the device performed poorly displaying poor pulse shape, excessive ringing, and 30 ns rise/fall times. See Figure 2 for test configuration.

![Test of Maxim 4619](image)

When $V_{cc}$ was changed to +3 V for the helium test, the chip behaved perfectly, displaying 2 ns rise time and 2 ns fall times over an analog signal range of 0 to +5 V when observed with an oscilloscope of 200 MHz bandwidth. At 300 K the device does not work when the switched analog voltage exceeds 3.5 V; the 4.2 K test shows switched analog signal operation to 4.5 V.

![Test of Maxim 4617](image)

At 4.2 K the switch resistance rises to about 92 Ω and will not drive 50 Ω, so the output load impedance must be kept greater than 500 Ω. This was accomplished through an attenuator, providing a 510 Ω input impedance and 50 Ω output impedance. By employing physical cable lengths small compared to the shortest signal wavelength present, the need for constant and controlled transmission line impedance can be mitigated. In this limit the length of the transmission line can be approximated as a lumped capacitance whose reactance is negligible. The nominal line impedance used in the system was ~100 Ω. The circuit interface requirements of the Cryogenic Address Driver were such that the attenuated signals were necessary.
The Maxim MAX4617 analog switch integrated circuit was tested for signal quality on each of its eight outputs exactly as the MAX4619 was tested. Figures 3 and 4 show the test setup and observed linearity respectively. Overall board performance is displayed by the oscillogram in Figure 5.

FIG. 4. Linearity of the switched analog signal through a MAXIM 4617.

FIG. 5. Oscillogram of Maxim 4617 Output. The signal shown is the analog output of the circuit shown in Figure 3. In our implementation, the expected level is 70 mV and the rise/fall times are of acceptable duration.
Tests of TTL Logic Chips

A variety of TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) chips were tested for use on various Cryogenic Address Driver Board designs: 74AC02N (quad 2 input NOR gate), 74AC08 (quad 2 input AND gate), and the MC74AC138N (1 of 8 demultiplexer) and the 74HC174N (hex D flip-flop). The power supply voltage and various logical threshold levels were tested for rise-time and pulse shape. ON Semiconductor9 (Motorola) and Fairchild10 parts have been used interchangeably with no problems. See Figures 6, 7, and 8 for test configurations. At 4.2K we have used the values shown in Table I, for detailed room nominal temperature operational parameters consult the vendor specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (Kelvin)</th>
<th>Vcc (Volts)</th>
<th>Logic Threshold (Volts)</th>
<th>Rise Time (nsec)</th>
<th>Fall Time (nsec)</th>
<th>Output (Volts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>293</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 6. Test of 74AC138

FIG. 7. Test of 74AC08
FET Voltage Reference Test

An enhancement mode power MOSFET (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect-Transistor), IRLU2703PBF (International Rectifier\textsuperscript{11}), was tested as a voltage reference. See Figure 9 for test configuration. When the supply voltage is varied between 4 and 6 volts the output changes from 2.50 to 2.52 V. The observed 1% change provided useful regulation for our purposes.

LMC660 Amplifier Tests

For completeness we report testing of the all MOS (Metal Oxide Semiconductor) LMC660 (National Semiconductor\textsuperscript{12}) quad operational amplifier which was tested for use as a feedback amplifier in a general-purpose power regulator. For test configuration see Figure 10. This was successful, but quiescent power consumption, 235mW (total for all four op-amps), from the device was objectionable. At 300 K, it required less than 26 mW. It produced 0.2 V peak-to-peak square-waves with 0.2 µs rise/fall times. Voltage gain was set at -10. This chip was not used in the current address board layout due to its power consumption. A much better amplifier choice, the Intersil ICL7611, has since been identified by Hayashi et al. (2009)\textsuperscript{13}. 

\textbf{FIG. 8. Test of 74AC02}

\textbf{FIG. 9. MOSFET Regulator}
Cryogenic Back-Termination

For high-speed pulse fidelity, transmission lines must be terminated in their characteristic impedance. If not terminated properly, reflections can create multiple logic triggers, or make analog signals unreadable. If 50 Ω resistors terminated the Cryogenic Address Driver board's input lines, they would add about 70 mW per input channel for 100% duty cycle DC signals. Back-termination is a technique which can reduce this power dissipation by a factor of $\sim 10^4$. It functions by absorbing the reflected wave at the room temperature generator instead of the cryogenic receiving end. See Figures 11 and 12 for test configurations employed. The observed response was better than anticipated with open or short circuited radio frequency transmission line. Cryogenic radio frequency/logic systems can benefit from back termination due to smaller cryogenic heat loading, as the termination impedance can be zero or infinite.

Two experiments were performed to measure back-terminated signal fidelity. The first was a simple open circuit into a high-impedance 100 MHz oscilloscope input. Twelve feet of RG58 and RG174 (both 50 Ω Z₀ lines) were used to see if line loss could have an effect. A pulse amplifier utilizing the 4619 Maxim FET analog switch was employed, with a rise-time smaller than 5 ns. The output impedance of the switch was measured on an Agilent¹⁴ 4284A LCR (Inductance-Capacitance-Resistance) bridge at 1 MHz, and found to be about 8 Ω in both high and low states. To bring backward reflections near zero, 42 Ω were added in series to the output of the switch (8 Ω + 42 Ω = 50 Ω). Measured ringing was about 15% of the signal amplitude.

A (2 Ω) short circuit test showed good results, limited by the quality of the constructed short circuit. Five 10 Ω RN55D resistors were placed in parallel with leads as short as practical.
LCR bridge measurements indicate an impedance of $50 \, \Omega + j0.1 \, \Omega$ at 1 MHz. Scaling the measured reactance from 1 MHz one finds $X \sim +j6 \, \Omega$ at 60 MHz, which accounts for the <20% ringing observed on the signal. A lower inductance load would reduce the ringing from reflections. The short 50 \, \Omega section to the oscilloscope is terminated again to prevent ringing.

In our experience if the line approaches either an ideal open circuit (in this case ~5 pF) or short-circuit the system will work well. Varying inductance in the short-circuited version shows variation in ringing. Any practical and purely real resistance (0 to 4 \, \Omega) at the termination end was observed to produce square pulses.

**Printed Circuit Board Design and Capacitors**

The surface mount technology printed circuit board for the final product is 0.0625” double-sided FR-4 (relative dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_r \approx 4.3$). Careful attention was paid to keeping trace impedances controlled. Also, good DC bypassing is present on all chips. All capacitors are 0.1 \, \mu F, Kemet\textsuperscript{15} C0603C104J3RAC-TU. The value changes to approximately 0.005 \, \mu F at 4.2 K (the values shown on schematics in this paper are the manufacturer’s stated room temperature magnitude, not the cold value). Generally a capacitor with a simple dielectric (e.g., porcelain, alumina, quartz, etc.) will change significantly less than the high dielectric constant (X7R) types. This is due to the change in the dielectric permittivity with temperature and can make identification of appropriate components with capacitance > 1 nF challenging.

**Resistors**

The resistors are a special temperature compensating metal film type: Vishay\textsuperscript{16} TNPW0603 series. The largest temperature dependent resistance change was 0.8 % (from 300 K to 4.2 K) on a sample of 30 resistors, of four different resistor values. The 500 \, \Omega resistor in the output circuit was not a TNPW1206 due to minimum order quantities; an available resistor variety (Vishay, thick film CRCW1206) was substituted. To provide the appropriate value for operation at 4.2 K, this resistor was changed to 294 \, \Omega. CRCW series resistors have stable resistance values once placed in liquid Helium. There are other resistor vendors but the type we would recommend would be constructed from thin-film disordered alloys. Vishay also produces thick-film RCWP series ruthenium oxide resistors which are useful as thermistors below 4.2K\textsuperscript{17}.

**Inductor**

A 0402 size Taiyo Yuden\textsuperscript{18} chip inductor was tested for possible use as a filter component. At 300 K the inductance was measured at 2.228 \, \mu H falling to 1.37 \, \mu H with a series resistance of 0.96 \, \Omega at 4.2 K. An analysis of the coil indicates that it is wound on a core of magnetic material whose permeability changes when cooled. Where possible we would recommend use an air-wound coil since only the parasitic resistance changes; however, the inductor described has the advantage that it occupies much less space on the board.

**Light Emitting Diode**

A red light emitting diode (LED) is used as an illuminating bias source in the WMAP\textsuperscript{19} spacecraft preamplifiers. One of the few successful packaged devices known operate at 4.2 K is
a Dialight\textsuperscript{20} 521-9186 (also known as the RL50 or MV50). The device is operated at constant current of 2 mA. The required voltage is observed to shift from 1.6 V to 1.9 V in cooling from room temperature to 4.2 K.

**Address Driver Board General Description**

The Cryogenic Address Driver board we developed operates at temperatures down to 4.2 K providing rapid switching of time-division Super Conducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) multiplexers. SQUID multiplexers are used to read out arrays of superconducting transition edge sensor bolometers\textsuperscript{21}. The driver board uses commercially available electronic components selected to operate in liquid Helium, and is operated by means of an associated high-speed controller running at room temperature. The address wiring count for \( n \) multiplexed channels is reduced from \( n \) to \( \log_2 n + 3 \), and the transmission of digital and analog signals with fast rise times into a cryogenic environment is simplified.

The control signals required by the SQUID multiplexer are in the millivolt range, and the transmission degradation of those signals would be serious. A simple DC level is sent to the analog switches which produce clean rectangular waves controlled by digital signals. Also, our 32 address requirement becomes 8 channels instead of 32, reducing the conductive parasitic load into the cryogenic environment. Operating at 4.2 K, the address driver features a 2 ns rise and 2 ns fall time when switching, and has been tested with up to 32 addresses. This approach will reduce electrical noise and ringing due to the proximity of the driver to the 8 milliohm SQUIDS when appropriately back terminated.

The Cryogenic Address Driver was built on a 2 layer FR-4 printed circuit board and consists of a digital interface and an analog output section (see Figures 13 and 16). Five edge triggered flip-flops are used as an input digital register. The value stored in this register determines which output channel will be enabled; the register is loaded by a clock pulse. Board logic using a TTL gate demultiplexer, 74AC138, allows only one MAX4617 to be selected at a time.

Maxim MAX4617 eight position analog switches route the reference voltage input, \( V_{\text{ref}} \), to a “Tee” attenuator to produce analog voltage outputs. The “Tee” attenuator (RA, RB and RC) provides both proper loading of the Maxim chip and back termination for reflected waves. A resistor-capacitor filtered (R9, C3) input is provided for the demultiplexed output signal. Output voltage will be in direct proportion to \( V_{\text{ref}} \).

Digital circuits consist of a 6 bit register (74AC174SC) and a 4 bit demultiplexer (74AC138D). The register ensures against logic races when used with the enable bit, as seen in Figure 14. The demultiplexer selects individual Maxim analog switches with a minimum of control lines.

**System Level Address Driver Tests**

The Cryogenic Address Driver board was tested in a liquid Helium dunking dewar driven by the room temperature timing electronics\textsuperscript{22} (see oscillosgram in Figure 5). A Kapton/Manganin stripline cable of 50 \( \Omega \) characteristic impedance interconnected the two boards. Manganin, an alloy of copper and magnesium, possesses a low temperature coefficient and low thermal conductivity, is used to wire the cryogenic electronics. Power supply voltage for the address
board was set to 3.3 V for the initial tests. Coaxial lines were added directly to the Cryogenic Address Driver board to monitor output signals on channels 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 31 (see Fig. 15). This provided a check of all input bits individually and all “on” for channel 31. The enable bit was also utilized. A clock pulse provided by the timing electronics set the 74AC174 register. All of the digital lines from the timing electronics board are back terminated. Low speed (or DC) wiring to the 4.2 K board were made of 0.010" diameter Manganin wire twisted pairs. The analog voltage $V_{ref}$ was varied and proper function of the MAX4617 chips as analog switches was observed.

Conclusion

All tests of the Cryogenic Address Driver board were successful, as demonstrated by laboratory and field use. All bits functioned properly; analog output voltages had acceptable rise/fall time and voltage response. Total quiescent board power dissipation was 10 mW (3 mA at 3.3 V) enabling 32 output channels in the cryostat. The board’s operating environment was in a vacuum at 4.2 K. The reduced wiring benefitted the twin goals of reduced thermal loading to our 0.2 K detector, and the reduction of electrical interference. The current noise was mitigated by the resistive output attenuator by 5:1 at low frequencies, and further reduced by resistor-capacitor (R9 C3 in Figure 13) filtering at higher frequencies, providing an additional factor of at least 2:1 at frequencies greater than 3 MHz. The output stage of the board had a bandwidth (> 30 MHz) larger than required for this application allowing the rising/falling output signal edges to radiate and couple to the sensor array. This issue was mitigated by defining the desired ~1 MHz signal bandwidth by adding a 0.015 µF filter capacitors across the 10 Ω resistor (RB32 in Figure 13). This filter also provides further isolation for the sensor array from the room temperature electronics. By making control signals quite geographically close to our detector we have prevented ringing of high frequency signals in a system terminated by a short. These factors have been part of the considerable success of the experiments the board was used in. In addition, the reader might find many other MOS technology devices that will work at cryogenic temperatures with some effort in discovering the bias and loading changes needed to make them function cold. The design and component selection guidelines presented here enable the reader to construct simple cryogenic analog and digital circuits.
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FIG. 13. Address Driver Board

FIG. 14. Address Board Timing Diagram
FIG. 15. Test Setup Equivalent Circuit

FIG. 16. Complete Address Driver Board